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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to clarify the reinforcement mechanism of reinforced soil retaining
walls and to reduce the construction cost of the structure. The retaining wall whose backfill is reinforced with
multi-anchors is investigated to demonstrate the performance of the auxiliary bearing plates and propose new
type of reinforced soil retaining wall. Three types of real scaled model tests were conducted to investigate the
efficiency of the auxiliary bearing plates in active zone. It is confirmed that the bearing plates in active zone
behind wall facing and passive zone both are effective not only on the reinforcement of backfill soil, but also on
the reduction of the earth pressure on the wall facing. Based on the results of the model test, a design method
for the multi-anchored type reinforced soil retaining wall with the auxiliary bearing plates is introduced.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-Anchored Reinforced Soil Retaining Wall
shown in Fig.1 is a type of the widely used rein-
forced soil retaining walls including Terre Armee wall
and Geosynthetics-reinforced retaining wall, where
the backfill soil is reinforced with multiple anchors.
As shown in Fig.1 the anchors are connected with the
panels of wall facing through tie bars, and the pull-
out resistance of the anchors acts as reaction to the
earth pressure on the back of wall facing. The inter-
nal stability of the reinforced soil wall is examined
based on the equilibrium condition between the earth
pressure and the pull-out resistance in the practical
design method (Public Works Research Center; 2002).
As the backfill soil is confined between the wall fac-
ing and the group of anchor plates and its mechanical
properties are improved with the confining effect, the
confined region is regarded as an integrated mass body
(or rigid body) in the external stability calculations
(Higashihara et al.;1996).

The introduction of auxiliary anchor plates on tie
bars near wall facing is investigated in this study.

The efficiency of the auxiliary bearing plates on the
confinement of backfill soil and the reduction of the
earth pressure on the back of wall facing are exam-
ined through model loading tests. If the backfill soil is
reinforced more effectively with the auxiliary bearing
plates and its mechanical properties such as stiffness
and strength are improved, the more stable perfor-
mance of the reinforced retaining wall will be expected
during earthquake as well as in ordinary condition.
And if the earth pressure on the back of wall facing
is reduced due to the existence of auxiliary bearing
plates, wall facing panels can be require less stiffness
and strength of themselves. Thus the thickness of the
wall facing plates can be reduced, and it becomes pos-
sible that the weight of wall facing and the vertical load
on the foundation beneath it are reduced. As a result it
will be expected that the introduction of auxiliary bear-
ing plates leads to the reduction of construction cost
as well as the improvement of the structural stability.

The performance of the auxiliary bearing plates
was first examined in a series of aluminum-rods-stack
model tests (Konami et al.; 2005). In the tests the
model with different types of anchors with and without
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Figure 1. Composition of Multi-Anchored Reinforced
Retaining Wall.

auxiliary bearing plates are tested under various types
of loading conditions. The performance of the mod-
els were observed and examined comparatively. As a
result, the efficiency of the auxiliary bearing plates
on the improvement of the stability and the reduction
of the earth pressure was recognized qualitatively. And
the real-scaled models of the reinforced soil retaining
wall were planed to confirm the effect quantitatively
in real scale; a series of loading tests were conducted.
In this paper the test results of the model loading tests
are presented and examined, and finally the efficiency
of the auxiliary bearing plates are discussed for the
practical design method.

2 REAL-SCALED MODEL LOADING TEST

2.1 Model retaining walls

Three real-scaled model reinforced soil retaining walls
which were constructed for this study are shown in
Fig. 2. The height and wall facing inclination were
common in all the models, and however different types
of reinforcement were employed in each of the mod-
els. The wall was 4.5 m in height and 2.5 m in width,
and the inclination ratio was 1:0.3. The wall facing
consisted of five steps of the blocks made of rein-
forced concrete. In all the models the backfill soil
material are common, and the backfill material was
compacted by means of the same vibro-compaction
method with the density of 90% of its maximum dry
density; the mechanical properties of the compacted
backfill material are listed in Table 1.

In the model Case-1 no reinforcement was
employed, which was constructed to evaluate the effect
of reinforcement comparatively. In the models Case
2 and Case 3, auxiliary bearing plates as well as an
anchor plates are set on each of tie bars, both of which
are square in shape and 15 cm in size. The tie bars

(a) Case 1 without reinforcement 

(b) Case 2 with reinforcement but without connetion

(c) Case 3 with reinforcement and connetion

 : Strainguage

 : Earth pres. cell

 : Displacement meter

Figure 2. Real-scale test model.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of backfill soil material.

Soil type Fine sand with gravels

Wet density (g/cm3) 1.635
Dry density (g/cm3) 1.587
Water content (%) 3.0
Cohesion cd(kN/m2) 0.0
Internal friction angle φ 37.0 deg.

were not connected to the wall facing in Case 2, but
connected to the wall facing in Case 3. Sections of
the models are show in Fig. 2; the anchor plates were
located 1.2 m behind the active soil wedge which was
determined by Coulomb’s earth pressure theory with
cohesion c of 0 and φ of 30 deg.

The arrangement of the sensors for the displace-
ment of the wall facing and the tension along anchors
are shown in Fig. 2. Horizontal displacements of each
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of the wall facing blocks were directly measured with
linier displacement gauges. The earth pressure on the
wall facing was measured by using earth pressure cells.
The tensions along the anchors were measured by using
strain gauges glued on the surface of tie bars.The earth
pressure on the fall facing was measured by using earth
pressure cells placed behind the fall facing, or calcu-
lated from the tensions in the anchors near the wall
facing.

2.2 Construction and Loading on the model
retaining walls

After the construction of the three model retaining
walls, the model retaining walls were loaded by using
stacks of steel plates. The stack of steel plates was sta-
tistically placed in some steps on the active soil wedge.
The maximum intensity of the overburden pressure
was 42 kN/m2 in Case-1, and 84 kN/m2 in Case-2
and Case-3. Next the stack of steel plates was placed
behind the active soil wedge in Case-2 and Case-3.The
deformation behavior of the model retaining walls and
anchor were observed during the construction and the
loading.

3 TEST RESULTS

3.1 Displacement of wall facing

Shown in Fig. 3 is the horizontal displacement of
the wall facing during the loading. At the overbur-
den pressure of 42 kN/m2 the displacement of the
top of retaining wall was rather large and reached
nearly 80 mm in Case-1 in which the model was not
reinforced. On the other hand the displacement was
less than 10 mm under the same intensity of over-
burden pressure of 84 kN/m2, in Case-2 and Case-3.
At the higher over burden pressure of 84 kN/m2 the
displacement was increased; the maximum horizontal
displacement was about 30 mm and 40 mm in Case-2
and Case-3, respectively.

3.2 Tension in anchors

The distribution of tension in anchors observed dur-
ing the loading is shown in Fig. 4 for Case-3, where
the anchors were connected to the wall facing. The
distribution of tension was almost uniform between
the anchor plate and the auxiliary bearing plate; this
tendency was observed also in Case-2. The tension
is, however, much smaller behind the wall facing
in front of the auxiliary bearing plate. The behavior
observed suggests that major part of the confinement
was induced between the anchor plate and the auxiliary
bearing plate.

In the conventional type of multi-anchored rein-
forced soil retaining wall without the auxiliary bearing
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Figure 3. Displacement of wall facing during loading.
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Figure 4. Distribution of tension in tie bar during loading.

plates, backfill soil are confined between the wall
facing and anchor plates, and the certain degree of
strength is required for the wall facing. On the other
hand, the confining effect is induced behind the aux-
iliary bearing plates, and as a result the earth pressure
on the wall facing is fairly reduced. The effect of the
auxiliary bearing plate surely allows the wall facing
panels to become thin and/or light.

4 EVALUATION OF CONFINING EFFECT
WITH AUXILIARY BEARING PLATE

4.1 Bearing resistance of auxiliary bearing plate

For the simplicity of analytical condition the wall fac-
ing is assumed vertical. In Fig. 5 the vertical section
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Figure 5. Vertical section of reinforced soil retaining wall.

of the retaining wall and some vertical lines are drown
for the equilibrium of horizontal forces; section A-A
is located just behind the wall facing, sections B−-B−
and B+-B+ are before and behind the auxiliary bearing
plates, and sections C−-C− and C+-C+ are before and
behind the anchor plates. Active earth pressure acts on
C+-C+ line, and the active earth pressure is assumed
to act also on B+-B+ according to the assumption
employed for internal stability. The earth pressure on
the wall facing is p’, and averaged earth pressure on
B+-B+ is pa’.

Load bearing behavior of the auxiliary bearing plate
is analyzed in the equilibrium of horizontal load along
the tie bar as shown in Fig. 6. The tension in the tie bar
is T’ between the wall facing and the auxiliary bearing
plate, and T between the auxiliary bearing plate and
the anchor plate. As in Fig. 7, bearing load capacity
is assumed to be mobilized due to the plastic local
failure.

From the equilibrium condition on section B+-B+
the following equation can be derived.

where A is the area of wall facing corresponding to a
single tie bar, Ap is common area for an anchor plate
and auxiliary bearing plate, and q’is bearing resistance
on the auxiliary bearing plate.

According to local plastic failure mechanism the
following formula can be used for an ultimate state
(Miura et al.;1994)

where Nc and Nq are bearing capacity coefficients used
generally in bearing capacity formula for foundation.

Also the tension in tie bar behind the wall facing T ’
can be given by the equilibrium on section A-A.

Figure 6. Equilibrium of horizontal forces along tie bar.
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Figure 7. The ratio of tensions in tie bar.

4.2 Reduction of earth pressure on the wall facing

We can know from Eqs. (1) and (3) that the reduction
ratio of earth pressure p′/pa′ is equal to the ratio of
tensions in the tie bar T ′/T . The variation of T ′/T is
plotted against the overburden pressure in Fig. 7. At
the end of construction, i.e. at the beginning of the
loading, the ratio T ′/T was about 3 in all the tie bars;
however, it increased or decreased during the loading
depending of the depth of the tie bar. It can be said that
the ratio becomes larger with a decrease of the depth.
On the test condition employed in this study, the earth
pressure can be reduced to the half at least on the wall
facing.

From Eqs. (1) through (3) the ratio T ′/T can be
expected to be constant irrespective of the depth,

where the cohesion c is neglected as shown in Table 1.
Equation (4) tells that the ratio can reach about 10 at
imaginary ultimate plastic state. It should be noted that
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the bearing resistance of the auxiliary bearing plate
which can be evaluated with Eq. (2) is nor full mobi-
lized in the model loading tests conducted in this study.
The inclination of the wall facing of the models may
have some amount of effects on the test results.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A series of loading tests were conducted on real-scaled
model multi-anchored reinforced soil retaining walls
with and without reinforcement. And the efficiency of
the auxiliary bearing plates was examined based on
the test results. As a result of this study, The auxiliary
bearing plates are effective on;

– the stability of the retaining walls.
– the reduction in the earth pressure on the wall facing.

The evaluation method for the reduction of earth
pressure was derived by means of load bearing
mechanism of plasticity; however, the degree of
mobilization of the bearing resistance was not con-
stant depending on the depth during loading. Further

experimental and theoretical examination will be nec-
essary for the practical design of the reinforced soil
retaining wall of this type.
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